PREFACE

The present work, *The External Relations of the Ahom Government with Special Reference to the Diplomatic Exchange*, aims at a comprehensive study of the type of external intercourse of the Ahom Government had with foreign powers, independent and tributary, and also with the tribes.

The work is divided into 9 Chapters, the first of which is devoted to the Ahom people, their origin and also a short history of their rule in the Brahmaputra valley. Chapter II deals with the system of government, which Siu-kā-phā, the first Ahom king had brought with him and was introduced in his new kingdom. It also deals with the different stages of the reorganization of the administrative machinery which was effected by the Ahom rulers during their long rule. The next four Chapters are devoted to the general discussion of the external relations with various, tributaries. Chapter VII and VIII are discussed with the agent of the diplomatic intercourse and the receptions of the foreign envoys in the Ahom courts, and the Ahom envoys in the foreign courts. The last Chapter deals with the type of diplomatic correspondences—the form and style of letter, the different subject matter, contents, presents, etc.
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